
Graph each point in the same coordinate plane

1,. A(s, -3) z. a(-z,o) 3. c(s,z) 4. o(s,z)

Choose Use mental math, pencil and paper, or a calculator
find the distance between the points to the nearest tenth.

n(- +,2) 6. r'(0, s)5.

to

7. ,tQ, -t), t<(2, s)

ro. a(0.:) s(o,tz)

13. g(2,-tz),r(s,tz)

16. a(0, o) x(8,4)

19. nQ,rc), x(s, -s)

8. t(to,t+), tt (-t,1,+)

1r. cQz.o).n(-s, ra)

14. n(0. s). s(rz, r)

t7 . H(-r,z\ xQ, -t)

20. u(-a.z,s.z), x(t.8, -1)

lr(- r r, - r r) r(- 11., - 3)

E(6, -z\ r(-2, +)

x (- 3. - +) r(s. s)

9.

12.

15.

Find'the coordinates of the midpgint of HX .

22. The midpoint of 0S is the origin. Point Q is located in Quadrant II.
What quadrant contains point S ?

23. M(5,12) is the midpoint of AB . The coordinates of point A are

(Z,A). What are the coordinates of point B ?

2{. The midpoint of Qf has coordinates (3.-+). fne coordinates of

point Q are (2, f). Wnat are the coordinates of point I ?

25. The coordin-ates o.f, A,B,C, and D are given at the right. Graph the 
A{_6,2)

points and draw the segments connecting them in order Are the 
CL A, O)tengths of the sides of ABCD the same? Explain. L \-

+
{. Open-ended Graph A(-2,1) and a(2, r). Draw AB. For

each point described, give two sets of possible coordinates if
they exist. Otherwise write "exactly one point" and give the
coordinates.

a. point D so that CD contains C(- l, 4) and is parallel to AB

b. point E sothat AE isparallel to BC, BC contains C(-t,4),

una Ee is parallel rc TE

r(-:, s)

o(-q, s)



c.

d.

point G so'that FG contains r(0, 2) and is

perp_endicular to AB..-
point'1{'sothat iF contains t(+,,Z\ andis

perpendicul ar to AB

'r,7

29.

Writino Whv do vou think that some cities are
designed with a rectangular grid.instead of a I '

triangular grid or some other shape?

!8,, Gr4ph the points e(z,t), n(0, -r), c(s, z), and

D14,9). Draw quadrilateral ABCD. Use the

MidRoint Formula to determine the midpoints of AC

and BD. What do you notice?

For each graph,:find (a) the length of A,E to the
nearest tenth and (b) the coordinates of the midpoint
of -AB.

32. Communications Long-distance rates for teiephone calls-are
-: determined mainly_by the distance between the two ends of.the

call. To determine these .distances, long-distance telephone
, cqmpanies have divided North America into a grid, with each

unit equaling J_0,1mile. The distance between two customers is

then determined by using the Distance Formula. The coordinates

for certain customers in several cities are

listed. Find the distance between customers

in the following cities:

a. Boston and San Francisco

b. F{ouston and Chicago

c. Denver and New Orleans ,,

Oeometryr in 3 Dimensions
You can use three coordinates
(x, y, z) to locate points in three .

dimensions. PointP has ,.. /^
coordinates (3, -3,5).
a; Give the coordinates of points, '

At B, C, D, E: E and G.

b. Draw three axes like those':
shown. Then graph R(4;5,9).

33.

5


